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SPINDLE MOULDER COMFORT-LINE TT110CA

€1 .900,00 €1 .611,57 (excl. VAT)

Compact but powerful spindle moulder from our comfort line, suitable for use in any small workshop or at
home. The machine can be used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V or 400V motor that delivers 3HP.

This allows the machine to process a wide range of applications.

Now delivered with free options:
- Additional spindle shaft for routers

- Aluminium safety guides
- Miter guide

- Table extension left and right

SKU: 0SP110CA
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description Voltage Price

0SP110CAS 3 HP 230 V €1 .900,00 €1 .611,57 (excl. VAT)

0SP110CAT 3 HP 3 x 400V €1 .900,00 €1 .611,57 (excl. VAT)

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN
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Compact but powerful spindle moulder from our comfort line. Suitable for use in every small workshop or at
home. The machine can be used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V or 400V motor that delivers 3HP. This
allows the machine to handle a wide range of applications. It is suitable for standard milling work, tenoning,
rebating and more. Because of the low speed of 1400rpm, this spindle moulder is also suitable for sanding

work. The speeds are clearly indicated in the side door with a large viewing window.

With an optional adaptor and collet, router bits can also be used below the table. Collets of both 8-10 and 12
mm are available for this purpose.

The stable cast iron worktable is provided with a T-slot groove and optionally a convenient mitre guide.These T-
slots offer many other and safe possibilities such as the use of tenoning jigs and numerous safety pushers (see

BOW range). Furthermore, the work table has a stable table extension on the left and right. The safety hood has
optional aluminium safety guides, which manually reduce the cutter opening and ensure better guidance, and

unique spring-loaded pressure wheels to apply better pressure to the material.

The height adjustment is done with very robust metal handwheels for smooth running and on this shaft there is
a clear analogue measurement indicator for precision control.

The safety coil switch is equipped with an extra-large emergency stop.

Optionally available.

Short routing spindle with collet for routers
Alu safety guides

Miter guide
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Table extension left and right
Wheelbase

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Spindle moulder 30mm
230 V or 400 V (3 HP) motor

Protective cover with safety guides
Analogue height indication

Robust hand wheels
Easy to operate

T-slots in the work table
Miter guide
Four speeds

Tenoning
Profiling
Sanding

Compact and sturdy design

DESCRIPTION

Compact but powerful spindle moulder from our comfort line. Suitable for use in every small workshop or at
home. The machine can be used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V or 400V motor that delivers 3HP. This
allows the machine to handle a wide range of applications. It is suitable for standard milling work, tenoning,
rebating and more. Because of the low speed of 1400rpm, this spindle moulder is also suitable for sanding

work. The speeds are clearly indicated in the side door with a large viewing window. With an optional adaptor
and collet, router bits can also be used below the table. Collets of both 8-10 and 12 mm are available for this

purpose. The stable cast iron worktable is provided with a T-slot groove and optionally a convenient mitre
guide.These T-slots offer many other and safe possibilities such as the use of tenoning jigs and numerous safety

pushers (see BOW range). Furthermore, the work table has a stable table extension on the left and right. The
safety hood has optional aluminium safety guides, which manually reduce the cutter opening and ensure better

guidance, and unique spring-loaded pressure wheels to apply better pressure to the material. The height
adjustment is done with very robust metal handwheels for smooth running and on this shaft there is a clear
analogue measurement indicator for precision control. The safety coil switch is equipped with an extra-large
emergency stop. Optionally available. Short routing spindle with collet for routers Alu safety guides Miter

guide Table extension left and right Wheelbase
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No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 110 kg

Motor 3 HP

Voltage 230 V, 3 x 400V

Shaft diameter 30 mm

No-load speed 1400 rpm, 4000 rpm, 6000 rpm, 9000 rpm

Table opening 160 mm

Height of groove 110 mm

Worktable 620 x 510 mm


